(This answer has been evaluated by the expert team at Chahal academy)
Hello Megha, Greetings of the day!

You have a decent command of the topic.
You have written good content.
But your points fall short of giving a comprehensive outlook to your answer
You have good potential to score good marks.
Overall, You have written a decent enough answer.
Some things to keep in mind before attempting any question :
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖

You must be rational.
Don’t include interrogative sentences.
The points should be short and crisp.
Create pointers.
Create sub-headings.

Understanding of the questionEach question should be broke down into different points, Such as:
 What’s the demand of the question?
 Is it static oriented fully or current?
Note- always follow the mixed approach. I.e. Current + Static
INTRODUCTION


Your introduction is decent enough.

Firstly, Break it out i.e. See what they are asking line by line and word by word.
Secondly, There’s always a redressal mechanism in the problem itself, you just have to figure it
out.
● Maps & diagrams are effective tools for representation, but make sure they should be
descriptive and clear in nature.

BODY
Do remember, The INTRODUCTION, BODY & CONCLUSION should be interconnected.

It will not work if an introduction is speaking about something else and the body else and
conclusion are out of the blue.
You have understood the demand of the question & addressed it as per the need, though the
same areas like presentation & language competency are not up to the mark.
See if you break it out the question is demanding very briefly these things1) Factors responsible for a sustainable white revolution
2) Way forward
What you have done is :








You have addressed both parts of the question demand.
Regarding the factors responsible:
 You have written decent content.
 But you need to write more comprehensive & good points.
Regarding Way-forward:
 You have written decent points.
 However, you need more dimensions.
Revise the model answer to enrich your content.
Focus on the word limit & time taken.

And then conclude it on an optimistic path.

If you have got the demand of question in hand, then it means you will automatically begin with
appropriate content. So, we can’t forget the content. Focus on that too.
CONCLUSION
It should be optimistic keeping the current scenario in mind.
Make sure whenever you write, the opinions should be crystal clear and free of any bias.
Try to write an impactful concluison.

Overall, you have performed well.
Just maintain consistency & dedication. you’ll do much better in the coming days with practice
and hard work.
But remember:
Don’t use jargon. Don’t be verbose. Don’t use flowery/ornamental language. Simplicity wins the
hearts. Be precise and effective. Make the examiner happy.

keep writing with practice you can improve.
All the best to you!!
(Please check the approach answer uploaded at 9 pm)

